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Main Points- Overview
•
•
•
•

We are in a period of significant change and need to adapt
What we know still matters
A number of factors affect how children respond
We can support meaningful connections even as we “shelter in place”

Pause for questions/comments/idea sharing
• Strategies for promoting relationships and resilience

Pause for questions/comments/idea sharing
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We are in a period of significant
change and need to adapt
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We’re all in it (COVID-19) together–
and this is not “business as usual”
• Challenging and uncertain times
• We thought we were running a sprint but turns out it’s a marathon
• Family life is changed--school closure, work from home/employment
insecurity, social distancing, etc. all serve to disrupt routines and
interfere with usual sources of support
• Baseline of stress for adults: we may be distracted, upset, not at 100%
• Children (from infancy through early childhood) also experience
stress—in addition to stress related to reasons for removal and
relationship disruption, they notice things are different. They watch
the adults who care for them for emotional cues.
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What we know still matters
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The Tree … Strengthening Roots, Branching Out
•

https://zerotothrive.org/strong-roots-programs/
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Three key things we know to be true
• Resilience requires relationships. We all need to matter to
someone, and to have someone who matters to us.
• Small moments often matter most.
• You don’t have to be perfect to be helpful.

From Junlei Li, Harvard University, Director of the Fred Rogers Center
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Meaningful Family Visits: What’s The same?
Supporting reunification by maintaining family connection.
It’s All About Relationships:

– Visits are a way for infants and children to maintain consistent
contact with bio parents
– Visits are a critical time for bio parents to experience moments of
connection with their children
– Visits are opportunities to empower bio parents to attend to their
children in ways that show they care
– Siblings can connect via video, too
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Meaningful Family Visits: What’s The same?
• Visits are also a critical time to build bridges across families:
– Foster parent can share information so that bio parent knows about
the child’s daily events, developmental milestones, and has peace
of mind that their child is safe and secure
– Bio parent can share information so that resource/foster/kinship
parent gains insight into child
• May include things such as routines, culture, food preferences,
etc.
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Meaningful Family Visits: What’s The same?
• Children (even babies) are likely experiencing grief and loss;
they may grieve relationships lost even if those relationships
were not safe, or were harmful
• Young children experience trauma differently than older
children or adults
– Primarily a sensory experience
– Limited ability to express thoughts & feelings—it shows
thru emotion and behavior dysregulation, developmental
regression, clinging, sleep/eating disruptions, distressing
play themes, etc.
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Meaningful Family Visits: What’s The same?
• One size does not fit all!
• Each child is unique: what works best for this child (e.g., time of
day, length of visit, etc.)?
• Each family situation is unique: what supports will they need to be
successful?
• Development matters: what is the child’s capacity to communicate,
engage in interaction (thru play or story-telling), regulate emotions
during visit transitions?
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A number of factors affect how
children respond
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All kids and families are not the same…
no one-size-fits-all
• We are all in this together– but our experiences are not all the same
• Lots of things can influence how your child makes sense of this or
copes with this stress, disruption, or loss
• Interruption of in-person visits means different things depending on
circumstances – including purpose/stage of visits, e.g., child recently
removed, ramping up for reunification, or visits held with parent who
has never had child in their direct care since birth
• Acknowledging that some kids have a harder time with this– they
might be more anxious, might have more difficulty regulating their
behavior and attention during the day, might have a harder time
putting thoughts and feelings into words for a whole host of reasons
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Development matters
Infants and Toddlers
• For infant:
– Phone/video not the same as in person
– Very young children can learn and build familiarity via video
– Unfolding developmental sequence of familiarity à relationship à
attachment
– Familiarity/relationship ¹ attachment, yet visits still important (e.g.,
research on subsequent parenting outcomes)
• QPI webinar presentation by Dr. Rachel Barr summarizes research and
strategies for maximizing video visits with infants and toddlers
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Development matters
Preschoolers
• For preschool and early childhood:
– Cognitive ability permits greater relationship maintenance over
distance
– But preschool thinking is not the same
• Egocentrism
• Magical thinking
• Short attention span
• Show vs tell us their feelings
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Using stories– Georgie and the Giant Germ (free at
www.zerotothrive) or Piplo Press books
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Development matters
School Age
• For elementary school aged kids
– Capacity to think logically and understand circumstances
– Can tell us more, but don’t always– may still “show” vs “tell”
– Regress under stress
– Grief / loss around school, peers, activities
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Wondering Response Wheel– Being a detective
•

First half of film…

•

You can see the rest and more at www.zerotothrive.org under the Strong Roots link

•

See also COVID-19 special section for resources on how to respond and support children and
care for your own needs as well
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We can support meaningful
connections
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General Guidelines
• Requires flexibility
• Time of day
• Rescheduling
• Brief visits at more frequent intervals
• Consider “rolling camera” for routine events
• Time and attention from both parents on both sides of the screen
• Foster parent on screen or off screen- depends
• Engage agency staff as needed to support
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Strategies
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Considerations:
• Relax some of the “should’s”
– Don’t let perfect be the enemy of the good enough
– Ok to go with the flow
– Try, try again
• Foster parent role
– Can vary
• Active support for interactions/games vs letting the camera roll
– perhaps best some combination
• Often ok to be in the frame, but consider positioning camera to
record without you in the frame
– Consider possibility of checking in with parents/building a bridge
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Considerations:
Allowing parents ”into your home”
• Will be variability in how comfortable you are sharing personal
information – which may affect decisions about tech platform, etc
• Possible benefits:
– Meaning to parent in being able to see where their children live
– Opportunity for children to share preferred toys, spaces, pets, etc,
with their parents
– Can schedule visits to include daily routines– eg meals in the
kitchen, playing in the livingroom, nighttime routine in bedroom
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Examples Possible Activities:
Infancy, Toddlerhood, Preschool Years
• Encouraging reciprocal exchange
• Playing games
– Healing power of “peek a boo”
– Drawing together and showing pictures
– Fun games-- mirror game, freeze dance, dance party etc.
– Taking photo for transitional object
– “Sharing” toys/props, e.g., pushing toy trucks on both sides
– Child shows toy animal, bio parent can sing ‘old mac Donald’ etc
• Making a video of storybook, parenting singing, etc, for repeat play
• “Taking a picture” together- can be a transitional object
• Others favorites or successes? Type and share in chat box!
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More Possible Activities :
Preschool and Elementary School Ages
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Take photos during calls, or ask bio parent to send photo
Create and share items in a memory box
Send message picture

Upload video of self talking, dancing, narrating an activity (older kids tiktok style)
Watch the same movie and talk about it (older kids Netflix party chat)

Draw a self portrait and send
Keep a calendar and jot down 1-2 things done each day (picture or words) and then
share when you talk
Keep list of things you want to talk about on next call so ready
During call have phone on speaker so can accompany through usual routines
Sib visits– games, “free chat”, share memory box, plan ahead

Others favorites or successes? Type and share in chat box!
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Activities parents can do
(and foster parents could support)
Read book over video or phone – consider free apps (eg Caribu)
Send a photo documentary of your day, esp familiar places, activities
Leave messages
Draw pictures for your child, don’t have to be an artist!
Have foster parent text photos or words regarding activities so you can
ask about them
• Create your own memory box, or ask about child’s
• Keep talking. Sometimes kids don’t know what to say, or don’t talk. It’s
ok to fill the space.
• Keep talking. Sometimes parents don’t know what to say, and you can
share stories from the day. Write down so you remember.
•
•
•
•
•
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Go easy on yourself.
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Go easy on yourself. Go easy on the other parent.
•
•
•
•
•

No one is perfect.
This is hard.
Oxygen mask on ourselves before on another.
Find the things that help you cope.
Forgive yourself for making mistakes.

– Remember – you can always come back to address mistakes, to apologize, or to
acknowledge and problem-solve.
– Those things show your child you care enough to think about it and come back
to it
– It also teaches your child that it is ok to make mistakes, to have big feelings, etc.

•
•

Good enough is enough.
What do you need? Who are your “people”?
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Self care… isn’t selfish
• Practice the 3 R’s. The same advice we offer children is also good
for ourselves!
– Reassure: Remind yourself that your feelings are ok and
understandable, and of the positive things you can do for
yourself to get through this hard time.
– Routines: Keep a regular daily schedule with time for your daily
“must dos,” and exercise and rest.
– Regulate: To manage stress, actively engage in strategies that
will help you calm. For example, practice deep breathing; take a
walk; draw your feelings; listen to a favorite song; reach out to a
friend; close your eyes and imagine sunshine filling you with
warmth.
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Summary
• What we know still matters
• Resilience requires relationships
• Small moments often matter most
• You don’t have to be perfect to be helpful
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Thank you for
all you do
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